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Note Nailed to the Door

Orchard can be unlocked by using the constellation named ‘lyra.’

(Use the note nailed to the door, the constellation map, and a constellation photo from

the STALK website under the Body Farm section)

The riddle tells you about a swan. Once you check the website, you’ll find the forth

image is a Swan constellation. When you do that, you’ll notice the constellations name is

Lyra.

You’ll get the letter L on the forehead of victim.



Phone Unlock

Solution:  woodrow

(You get this from the Museum Nocturnus brochure)

The hint says “only a true dummy” like the ventriloquist’s dummy in the Museum

Nocturnus brochure, Woodrow.



Buried Hand Riddle (from phone

unlock)

Solution:  Heart

(The math done using the words from the riddle and the Palmistry poster gives you the

number 7.  The word that corresponds to number 7 is heart.  Heart is used to unlock the

barn.)

Using the palmistry picture:

Reason (2) + passion (3) + Intuition (5) + Fortune (6) = 16 - 9 = 7 (heart).

Carly has the letter N on her head.



Corn Drawing
Solution:  Travis Carter

Include image - but I need help finding all the letters. I couldn’t. I have it in my folder

with answers.



Spirit Board (shape puzzle)

Solution:  Silo unlock is ursa

(Use the spirit board and the shapes mentioned in the Museum Nocturnus brochure)

First group of letters as it mentioned are letters LSOI which makes Silo.

Gene’s body, you get a Y.



Blueprint

1. Room #2 is the most haunted.

2. By following the number 2 on the Witch’s Sigil you obtain the constellation

‘draco’ which unlocks the smokehouse.



Barn Unlock

Solution:  heart

(Solve the buried hand puzzle to unlock)

Using the palmistry picture:

Reason (2) + passion (3) + Intuition (5) + Fortune (6) = 16 - 9 = 7 (heart).

Carly has the letter N on her head.



Silo Unlock
Solution:  ursa

(Solve the Spirit board to unlock)

Use the spirit board and the shapes mentioned in the Museum Nocturnus brochure

First group of letters as it mentioned are letters LSOI which makes Silo.

Gene’s body, you get a Y.



Orchard Unlock

Solution:  lyra

(Solve the note nailed to the door to unlock)



Smokehouse Unlock
Solution:  draco

(Solve the blueprint puzzle to unlock)



Corn Fields

Password: tckvps

You’ll solve this by getting the cornfield puzzle which says Travis Carter, and the letters

from all the victims, which gives you the constellation Lynx. Then you follow the

directions found with each letter to get the letters KVPS.



Note on STALK website

Dig deep to find the truth.  Not all are dead.

The hint for this is to take every other letter. When you do this you’ll get the phrase

above.



Box Solution

parkerthief

You get this by reading the last unlock from the corn fields that tells you who Travis

Carter really was, and who the modern day killer is and what they classify them as.


